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The AgI Seeding Cloud Impact Investigation (ASCII) campaign, conducted in early 2012 and 2013 over twomoun-
tain ranges in southernWyoming, was designed to examine the impact of ground-based glaciogenic seeding on
snow growth in winter orographic clouds. Part I of this study (Pokharel and Geerts, 2016) describes the project
design, instrumentation, as well as the ambient atmospheric conditions and macrophysical and microphysical
properties of the clouds sampled in ASCII. This paper (Part II) explores how the silver iodide (AgI) seeding affects
snow growth in these orographic clouds in up to 27 intensive operation periods (IOPs), depending on the instru-
ment used.
In most cases, 2 h without seeding (NOSEED) were followed by 2 h of seeding (SEED). In situ data at flight level
(2D-probes) indicate higher concentrations of small snowparticles during SEED in convective clouds. The double
difference of radar reflectivity Z (SEED−NOSEED in the target region, compared to the same trend in the control
region) indicates an increase in Z for the composite of ASCII cases, over eithermountain range, and for any of the
three radar systems (WCR, MRR, and DOW), each with their own control and target regions, and for an array of
snow gauges. But this double difference varies significantly from case to case, which is attributed to uncertainties
related to sampling representativeness and to differences in natural trends between control and target regions.
We conclude that a samplemuch larger than ASCII's sample is needed for clear observational evidence regarding
the sensitivity of seeding efficacy to atmospheric and cloud conditions.
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1. Introduction

This is the second part of an observational study that explores
whether a measurable signal of ground-based glaciogenic seeding can
be detected, in terms of ice crystal size distribution andmainly snowfall
rate. Pokharel andGeerts (2016, hereafter referred to as Part I) describes
the AgI Seeding Cloud Impact Investigation (ASCII) experimental de-
sign, as well as the characteristics of the sampled orographic clouds,
flow field, and upstream stability profiles in ASCII's 27 intensive opera-
tion periods (IOPs). Amap of the terrain, the facilities deployed in ASCII,
and the flight track of the University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) is
shown in Fig. 1. This paper (Part II) compares particle size distributions,
precipitation rates, and mainly radar reflectivity profiles for all these

IOPs. Comparison are drawn both spatially (target vs. control regions)
and temporally (SEED vs. NOSEED).

Comparisons using three different radar systems are described in
Section 2, and comparisons based on particle probe data are made in
Section 3. The impact of seeding is estimated in Section 4, using double
differences based on these radar systems as well as snow gauges. Ca-
veats and suggestions for improvements are discussed in Section 5.
The findings are summarized in Section 6.

2. Change in radar reflectivity

This section examines the change in reflectivity from NOSEED to
SEED periods for three different radar systems, each with their own tar-
get and control regions. These are the W-band (3 mm) airborne profil-
ingWyoming Cloud Radar (WCR), the volume-scanning X-band (3 cm)
Doppler on Wheels (DOW) radar, and a pair of profiling Ka-band
(1.2 cm) Micro Rain Radars (MRRs), all described in Part I. We start
with composite reflectivity profiles from theWCR, based on all available
ASCII IOPs, listed in Table 1 in Part I. First we define the control region as
theflight leg upwind of the AgI generators (leg 1 in Fig. 1) and the target
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region as the four downstream legs (Section 2.1). Next, to build evi-
dence that differences are seeding-related, we contrast temporal chang-
es inside dispersion plumes (target) against those outside (control)
(Section 2.2). We also contrast Medicine Bow (MB) vs. Sierra Madre
(SM) (Section 2.3), and convective vs. stratiform clouds (Section 2.4).
Finally, we evaluate the reflectivity changes from NOSEED to SEED for
the MRR pair (Section 2.5) and for the DOW (Section 2.6).

2.1. Target and control WCR reflectivity

A seeding signature is not immediately obvious in the reflectivity
pattern downwind of AgI generators in any IOP. Therefore the WCR re-
flectivity profiles are composited for all flight legs in the form of fre-
quency-by-altitude displays (FADs) (Yuter and Houze, 1995). The
frequency is normalized, such that any number of transects can be
added, and the sum of all counts (all heights, all reflectivity bins) equals
100%. The height is expressed above ground level (AGL) because AgI
seeding is ground-based and, to a first order, low-level tracers are
advected over the terrain, roughly following the terrain contour. The
FAD approach has been used in several ASCII case studies (Pokharel et
al., 2014a, 2014b, 2015). Herewe use it for the composite of all available
cases: theWCR reflectivity FAD for 21 ASCII IOPs is shown in Fig. 2. This
includes nine IOPs over the SM and 12 IOPs over the MB. Three IOPs in
pre-ASCII (10, 25 and 30 March 2009) are excluded because no control
measurements were collected (Table 1 in Part I).

WCR reflectivity data from the target tracks (legs 2–5) and the con-
trol track (leg 1) are composited during NOSEED and SEED (Fig. 2). In
most IOPs NOSEED preceded SEED, enabling a rapid transition between
the two periods, although the UWKA flew one or two cross-mountain
along-wind legs between the two periods (e.g., Fig. 4 in Part I), to

allow AgI nuclei to disperse. Both periods usually contain two full lad-
ders of five legs (Fig. 1), and thus the WCR sample size of SEED is
about the same as that of NOSEED. As can be seen in the cumulative dis-
tance listed in theupper four panels of Fig. 2, the SEED sample size is 15–
20% smaller on average than the NOSEED sample size in both regions.
This is because in some IOPs the aircraft was unable to complete the
4th ladder (part of SEED), and in some cases the wind was not strong
enough for the first leg flown on ladder 3 (leg 5, furthest downwind,
Fig. 1) to be counted as part of SEED. The exact start and end times for
NOSEED and SEED are listed in Table 1 in Part I.

The dip in the “data presence” line between 1 and 2 km AGL in all
upper four panels in Fig. 2 is an artifact due to the radar blind zone
(e.g., Fig. 4 in Part I). It gives an indication of the typical flight level
AGL. The average reflectivity is computed in Z units (mm6 m−3) and
expressed in dBZ in Fig. 2. It is converted to precipitation rate R
(mm h−1) in the upper abscissa of the two lower panels of Fig. 2 using:

R ¼ aZb ð1Þ

For the WCR we use a = 0.39, and b = 0.58 in Eq. (1), based on
Pokharel and Vali (2011), who use WCR data collected over and near
the MB range. This is close to the Z–R relationship derived theoretically
formm-wavelength radar byMatrosov (2007). The uncertainty in these
relationships is large (larger than factor of two), mainly because of the
uncertainty in ice particle density, which is strongly affected by riming.
For theMRR and the DOW radars, we use a=0.046, and b=0.67 in Eq.
(1), based on Matrosov et al. (2009). The precipitation rate in Fig. 2 is a
conditional rate, i.e. when it is snowing. The fraction of time it was
snowing at any height can be estimated from the data presence line.

Fig. 1. Terrain map and ASCII deployment map over the Sierra Madre (SM) and Medicine Bow (MB) Mountains in southernWyoming. The solid black lines show the fixed UWKA flight
tracks and square symbols show the ground-based AgI generators. The three most commonly used AgI generators are shown by the filled squares.
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